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IRREDUCIBLE CONGRUENCES OF PRIME

POWER DEGREEC)

BY

C. B. HANNEKEN

Abstract. The number of conjugate sets of irreducible congruences of degree m

belonging to GF(p), p>2, relative to the group G of linear fractional transformations

with coefficients belonging to the same field has been determined for /wS8. In this

paper the irreducible congruences of prime power degree q", q>2, are considered

and the number of conjugate sets relative to G is determined.

1. Introduction.    The conjugate sets of irreducible zn-ic congruences

(1.1) Cm(x) = xm + a1xm~x+- ■ ■+am.1x + am=0   (mod/?)

belonging to the modular field defined by a prime p under the group G of linear

fractional transformations

(1.2) T: x = (ax' + b)/(cx' + d),       a, b,c,de GF(p),

have been classified in terms of the irreducible factors of an absolute invariant

TTm(J, K) [4]. In this classification it was shown that there is a 1-1 correspondence

between irreducible factors of 7rm(/, K) of degree r and conjugate sets of order

p(p2 — \)\d where d=m/r. Since the roots -rru=J/K of trm(J, K) are given by

(1.3)       ^ = y y, „s) = (y2 - ¡Aits - pp3)i(pp2 - ^3)y - /*)

where p. is a root of an irreducible w-ic congruence and since -nm(J, K) contains no

multiple roots then the degree r of an irreducible factor of 7rm(,7, K) must be a

divisor of m(2).

Although the conjugate sets of zn-ic congruences relative to G have been classified

relative to the factors of vm(J, K) there still remains the problem of determining

the degrees of these factors and hence the number of conjugate sets of the various
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orders. This is important in determining the number of nonisomorphic subgroups

of Class II (the metabelian subgroups) in the holomorph of an elementary abelian

group of order pn + m each having commutator subgroup of order pm(3).

Any hope of determining the number of conjugate sets of m-ic congruences

relative to G where m=qfiqaz- • -qft and therefore the corresponding number of

metabelian subgroups necessitates considering the more restricted cases for m,

namely those for which the number t of distinct prime factors is 1. These are the

cases which we shall be concerned with in this paper. We shall therefore determine

the number of conjugate sets of irreducible m-ic congruences over GF(p) where

m is a power of a prime q, say m=qa.

A study of the irreducible congruences of prime power degree over GF(p")

relative to G may be made by generalizing the results of this paper. Since the

group problem does not require such a generalization and since it would be

relatively simple to make we do not offer it in this paper. Moreover, since the cases

p = 2 and q = 2 require special treatment we assume them to be greater than 2.

Since the divisors of m=qa are of the form d=qs, O^sáa, and since the group

G is of order o(G)=p(p2— 1) then the orders of conjugate sets are of the form

p(p2-l)/qs. Thus, if qr = (qa,p(p2-l)), the g.c.d. of qa and o(G), then conjugate

sets of order p(p2—l)/qs may exist where s = 0, \,...,r. In all, there are

(pq°—p'l'"'i)lqa distinct £7a-ic congruences over GF(p). If Cs denotes a set of order

p(p2—l)/qs and if Ks denotes the number of such sets then

P   -fa =KQp(p2-l)

+ Kiá^+...+K/-^+..-+K/-^q qs qr

To determine the number of conjugate sets of the various orders we consider

separately the two possible values for r in qr = (q",p(p2—l)), namely r = 0 and

i">0. The cases for which r = 0 are quickly disposed of in §2. For r>0, two cases

must be considered, namely that for which q\p, in which case q=p, and that for

which q\(p2— 1), in which case q\(p+l) or q\(p—l) but not both since q>2.

These two cases are considered in §§3 and 4 respectively.

For convenience we use the standard notation IQ[m,pk] for an irreducible

monic congruence of degree m over GF(pk). We shall use {IQ[m, pk]}"' to denote

the congruence of degree m whose coefficients are respectively the p'th powers of

those of IQ[m,pk] and {IQ[m,pk]}p' + pW will mean the product of {IQ[m, pk]}pl

and {IQ[m, pk]}pW. Moreover, GF*(pk) will be used to denote the set of marks of

the field GF(pk) which do not belong to any proper subfield. Finally, if Te G is

given by (1.2) then we shall say that Fis identified by the matrix Af(F) = (£ bd) and

(3) For a connection between the two problems see Brahana [1].
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that this matrix defines T. If/(x) is an IQ[m,pk] and Te G then f(x)T=f'(x) will

denote the transform of f(x) by T. In particular, f(x)T=f'(x) is the monic poly-

nomial congruence in x obtained from f((ax + b)/(cx + d)). Iff(x)T=f(x) then we

refer to/(x) as being self-conjugate under T.

2. Case for (q",p(p2—\))=\. These are the cases for which (i) q>p or (ii)

q<p and q\(pz— 1). Here r = s = 0 and every conjugate set is a C0 set. The number

K0 of such sets is easily determined by making use of (1.4). We have therefore

Theorem 2.1. If (qa,p(p2—\))=\ then all conjugate sets of irreducible qa-ic

congruences over GF(p) are of order p(p2—\) and there are

K0 = (p"a-p^-1)/qap(p2-l)

such sets.

3. Case for p=q. In this case (qa,p(p2— l))=qr implies that r=\ and hence

i = 0 or 1. Thus conjugate sets may be of orders p(p2— 1) and p(p2—\)/p=p2—\.

To determine the exact number of each order we consider separately the cases for

a= 1, o£ = 2 and o¡>2.

(i) ce=l. For this case -nm(J, K) is of degree dm = (pp~1—l)/(p2—l) and since

this is prime to p then trm(J, K) must contain at least one linear factor. Thus there

exists at least one conjugate set of order p2 — 1. Furthermore since the factors of

iTm(J, K) are all distinct there can be no more than p— 1 linear factors and hence

no more than p — 1 conjugate sets of order p2—\.

If R and S denote the number of conjugate sets of order p2— 1 and p(p2— 1)

respectively then it follows that

(3.1) dm = (/7"-1-l)/(/72-l) = p»-*+pP-*+...+p* + l = R+pS

Obviously 7?=1 (modp) and since l^R^(p-l) then 7?=1 and hence S=

p(p"-3-l)/(p2-l) (4). Thus we have

Theorem 3.1. Ifm=p then there exists one conjugate set ofp-ic congruences over

GF(p) of order p2 — 1 and p(pp ~3 — \)/(p2 — 1) conjugate sets of order p(p2 — 1).

An interesting characterization of the conjugate set C1 of order p2— 1 may now

be given. Since o(G)=p(p2— 1) and p\o(G) then G contains a transformation, say

T, of order p and C1 contains a congruence, say/(x), which is self-conjugate under

T. Since o(T)=p then there exist L e G such that L'1TL = T where

(3.2) M(T) = ß   "),       a * 0.

(4) We note here that S = 0 if and only if /> = 3. Thus all cubic congruences over GF(3) are

conjugate under G. The order of this conjugate set is p2 — 1 which is in agreement with the

number of irreducible cubics over GF(3) as given by Dickson [3, p. 18].
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Now if/(x)¿=/(x) then/(x)F=/(x)(¿-1F¿)=/(x)(F¿)=/(x)¿=/(x) and/(x) is

self-conjugate under T. If t¡ is a root of/(x) then TjT=r¡p = -q + a is also a root and

the p roots of f(x) are

(3.3) i,, y = v + a, vp2 = v + 2a,..., vpp-> = v + (p-l)a.

It follows upon expansion that

(3.4) f(x) = fl (x-rr) = xp-x + ß,       ß^O.
í = o

Clearly /(x) is irreducible over GF(p) for any nonzero ß e GF(p). Moreover, all

congruences of this form are not only invariant under T but are conjugate under

T' where M(T') = (k, J). Substituting (3.3) into (1.3) and simplifying we find

7T7; = (1?p:V> t)t)v3) = 4 which characterizes this set Cj.. Since J/K=ttji = 4 then J—4K

is the linear factor of 7rm(¿, K).

(ii) a = 2. It is well known that any IQ[m,pn] is factorable over GF(pna) into S

factors each an IQ[m/B,pna] where 8 is the g.c.d. of m and o [3, p. 33]. For n=l

and m=q" we have

(3.5) /ß[?a,/>] - IÎ map"'1],
i = í

where, in fact, IQ¡[q, p"'"1] = {IQ[q,p""'1]}"1 for some IQ[q,paa~']. Thus

(3.6) IQ[qa,p] = {Tßte,/^-1]}1^^-^""1-1

for some Tgtc?,p9"'1}.

In the special case of a = 2 and />=£7 we have

(3.7) f{x) = IQ[p2,p] = {TÖb,^]}1^^^-^"-1 = ff {IQ[p,Pp]}p).
y = o

If í? is a root of/(x) = Tß[/),/jp] then t¡ e GF*(pp2) and the roots of/(x) are

pP        p2p «(p - Dp
1J, T)p , rf   , . . ., rf

Now if Te G transforms f(x) = IQ[p2, p] into itself, in which case/(x) belongs

to a conjugate set of order p2 — 1, then T is of order p and it follows by making use

of (3.7) that either

(1) IQ[p,P*}T=IQ[p,pp]

or

(2) IQ[p,Pp]T={IQ[p,pp]}pl,

for some j=l,2, ...,p—l. That is, T either leaves each factor of f(x) fixed or it

permutes them. We now show that (2) cannot hold. Suppose therefore that (2)

holds for some j<p. Then IQ[p, pp]T2 = {IQ[p, pp]}p'T={IQ[p, p"]}"*1, IQ[p, pp]T3
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= {IQ[p,Pp]}p3', ■ ■ ■■ Thus T transforms the roots of IQ[p,pp] into the roots of

{IQ[P,Pp]}pl and hence rjT=-npkp+l for some k = 0, 1, 2,.. .,p-\. Since -npiT=

y**»*'*' for all t, we have

r,T2 = (-nT)T = ir)'k'+')T = vp2kp + 2', ...,vTp = vI=-n = vpkp2 + p' = -npP),

and since j<p it follows that r¡ e GF(pp). This, of course, contradicts the irre-

ducibility of IQ[p, p"]. Hence (2) does not hold.

Thus, the problem of determining the number of conjugate sets of IQ[p2, p]

of order p2 — 1 under G resolves itself to that of determining the number of con-

jugate sets of IQ[p, pp] of order p2 — 1 under G. Now any IQ[p, pp] in a C± set is

conjugate to an f'(x) = IQ [p,pp] which is self-conjugate under a transformation

T of G given by (3.2). Without loss of generality we choose a= 1. Then if -n is a

root of f'(x), its set of roots is

Í. = lv, v" = V+h VPZP = V + 2,--., VP(P~U* - VHP- O}

and, hence, f'(x) = IQ[p,pp] = Ylp=o1 (& —0, where 8 = x — -n. From this we obtain

IQ\P,Pp] =/'(*) = 8p-S = ^-x-iy-r?) = *»-*-*,

where r)p-r¡ = o. Since /'(*) is an irreducible /?-ic over GF(pp) then a must belong

to GF*(pp) while i? g GF*(p"2) since ?? is also a root of/(x) = 7£?[/?2, /?].

To determine the number of IQ[p,pp] of the form f'(x) = xp — x — a suppose

that ß e GF(pp) and let y = ßp — ß. Then ß is a root of xp — x — y=g(x) and since

g(x) is transformed into itself by T: (J J), its roots are ß, ß+\,..., ß + (p— 1).

Therefore, g(x) is reducible over GF(pp). If ß and ß produce the same expression

y, that is, if ßp-ß = ßp-ß = y then (ß-ß)p=ß-ß (modp) and, hence, j8-j3 =

c g GF(p). Thus ^ and (S produce the same expression y if and only if their difference

lies in GF(p). From this we conclude that there are pp~1 distinct expressions y of

the form y=ßp-ß where ß e GF(pp). All of these y's belong to GF*(pp) except the

one, namely 0, obtained by choosing ß e GF(p). Hence there are p"'1— 1 distinct

expressions y=ßp-ß e GF*(pp), ß e GF(pp). Let F denote this set. Since xp-x-k

is irreducible for any nonzero k e GF(p) the p — 1 nonzero marks of GF(p) belong

to r. Thus there are (pp-1-l)-(p-l)=pp~1-p distinct marks of GF*(pp)

belonging to T and hence (pp—p) — (pp~1—p)=p"~1(p- 1) marks of GF*(pp) not

in T. Obviously, if v is one of these, then xp — x — a=f'(x) is irreducible over

GF(pp) and its root -q necessarily belongs to GF(p"2). Now the transformation

defined by the matrix (g ?) transforms xp — x — a into xv — x — a/a and since a may

assume any one of p — 1 values we see that each conjugate set of IQ[p, pp] of order

p2— 1 contains p— 1 irreducible congruences of the form xp — x — a. Since there are

in all pp~x(p— 1) such congruences and since any conjugate set of order p2— 1

contains p — 1 of these we have

Lemma 3.1. There are exactly pp~x distinct conjugate sets of irreducible p-ic

congruences over GF(pp) of order p2 — 1 under the group G.
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If xp — x — o is an IQ[p,pv] then so is xp — x — opi, i' = 0, l,...,p— 1. Since an

IQ[p2, p] in a conjugate set of order p2 — 1 is conjugate to an IQ[p2, p] of the form

IQ[p2,p} = Y\(xp-x-opl),
i = 0

where xv — x — op> is an IQ[p,pp], and conversely, then it follows that/? conjugate

sets of IQ[p,pp] of order p2— 1 combine to form one set of IQ[p2, p] of order

p2— 1. This gives

Lemma 3.2. There exist pp~x/p=p"~2 distinct conjugate sets of irreducible p2-ic

congruences over GF(p) of order p2—l.

In all there are (pp2—p")/p2 distinct p2-ics over GF(p). By Lemma 3.1 and the

fact that conjugate sets are of orders p2— 1 and p(p2— 1) we have

Theorem 3.2. There are pp~2 distinct conjugate sets of irreducible p2-ic con-

gruences of order p2 — 1 under G and (pp2~3— Pp~x)/(p2 — 1) conjugate sets of order

p(p2-l).

(iii) a > 2. This case is simply a generalization of the cases a=l and a = 2.

We first determine the number of conjugate sets of order p2 — 1. Any such set must

contain an IQ[pa, p] which is self-conjugate under a transformation T of order p.

Since IQ[pa, p] is the product of pa~x distinct irreducible p-\c congruences over

GF(pp°~1) and since

/ß[^F]= nVe^'F^1]}"'
í = o

for some f'(x) = IQ[p,ppC,~\ then F either leaves the factors fixed or it permutes

them. In a manner similar to the case for a = 2 one may show that the latter does

not occur and hence F leaves each factor fixed. If r¡ is a root off'(x) = IQ[p, p""'1]

then r¡T=r¡p!"''" for some s = 1, 2,.. .,p— 1. Without loss of generality we may

assume that s= 1 and that M(T) = (l Î). Then the roots of/'(x) are

v, rj + a = rjP>"-x, v + 2a = vp2>"-\ .. .,v + (p- l)^»*-1»*-1,

and it readily follows that/'(x) is of the form

f'(x) = TÖb,/)"-1] = Xp-X-(r¡p-v) = X*-X-o.

Clearly/'(x) is irreducible over GF(pp"'1) if and only if o e GF*(pp°'1) and is not

of the form o=ßp — ß for ß e GF(pp"~1). In a manner similar to the case a = 2 one

may show that there are

pP«-l_pPa-^i   =/^-1-l(|,_l)

marks a satisfying the prescribed conditions and, hence, as many irreducible p-ics

over GF(pv"~1) of the form xp-x-cr=/'(x).  Now xp-x-cr is conjugate to
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xp — x — ko for any nonzero k e GF(p) and, hence, there arepp" ~1~1 conjugate sets of

p-ics over GF(pp"'1) of order p2— 1. Since p""1 of these sets go together to form

one set of irreducible p"-ics over GF(p) of order p2 - 1 then there are

Kx = ppa-1-1/p<'-i = pi""1-"

distinct Cx sets. The number K0 of C0 sets is now easily determined. We state these

results in

Theorem 3.3. There are K1=pv"~1 ~" distinct conjugate sets of irreducible pa-ics

over GF(p) of order p2- I under the group G and KQ = (pp" -pp" ~l + 2)/p" + 1(p2 - 1)

conjugate sets of order p(p2 — 1 ) under G.

4. Case for (qa,p(p2— \))=qT, r>\, q<p. In these cases q\(p2— 1) and since

2<q then q\(p+ 1) or q\(p— 1) but not both. Since r> 1 then Cs sets may exist for

j = 0, 1, 2,..., r and our problem is to determine the number A"s of Cs sets of their

respective order p(p2— \)/qs according as q\(p± 1).

Let/(x) be any given IQ[q", p] which belongs to a Csset. Then f(x)T=fs(x) for

some Te G of order qs and let

fi(x) = IQ[q«,p] = " ff VQW'P*'"V = {qs(x)}1 + p + -+pq"~s-\
1 = 0

for some qs(x) = IQ[q\ p9""']. We shall show that qs(x) and hence each factor

{qs(x)}pi of f(x) is self-conjugate under T. If -n is a root of qs(x) (and, hence, of

fix)) then its roots are

'I,  'I ,  7 ,''•,'! 9 . . ., 'I

and the relation f(x)T=f(x) implies that T¡T=r¡pk for some k. Now, since rjphT=

(,jpy = 7?P* + * for aI) /, and since vT2 = rvT^T=rjP":T=r¡p^ and) hence; r)Ti = vp»'

for ally, then 17 T^" = r¡ = -rf'k implies that qsk=qa since t¡ e GF*(pQC') and, hence,

k=qa~s. Thus r¡T=r¡p'''' ' and we have ^s(x)7'=9s(j:). Therefore each factor of

f(x) in this factorization is self-conjugate under 7*.

Now suppose q(x) is any given ^-ic congruence (irreducible or reducible) over

GF(p""~s) which is self-conjugate under a transformation Tof order qs. If M(7T =

(? bd) and if t] is a root then

v    7     '' '        c-q + d   ' (ac + cd)ri + (bc + d2) ' -c-n + a

are all roots of q(x). If as = r¡ + VT+ VT2+ ■ ■ ■ +-nTqa-1 then

(4.2) as = v+aJL±È.+ ...+ àn-b =NJn)
V      ' S 'c-q + d -C-q + a        D(-q)

and it readily follows that

(4.3) q(x) = N(x)-asD(x).
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For convenience we shall refer to (4.3) as the normal form for q(x). The poly-

nomials A'(x) and D(x) as defined by (4.2) are called the complementary functions

of q(x) and obviously depend solely upon the transformation F and its respective

powers. Since A^(x) and D(x) are of degrees qs and qs— 1 respectively and since the

coefficients of q(x) are linear functions of as over GF(p) then q(x) is not irreducible

if o£s belongs to a proper subfield of GF(pqa~s).

Since any qs-ic congruence which is self-conjugate under a F of order qs is ex-

pressible in its normal form and since the complementary functions depend upon

F then the reducibility or irreducibility of q(x), as well as the number of each type,

depends upon the values of ces. There are pq"'s— p""'3'1, the order of GF*(p""'s),

distinct choices or values which as may assume. Obviously, not every one of these

choices will identify an irreducible q(x). For any given as e GF*(p"a's) a root i? of

q(x) may belong to

GF*(p""-\ GF*(p"a-t + 1),..., GF*(p*"\ or GF*(pq").

lfi¡e GF*(pqa) then q(x) is an irreducible c7s-ic over GF(p"°~s) and this is the only

case for which q(x) is irreducible. If, on the other hand, t¡ e GF*(pqa~s) then q(x)

is completely reducible over GF(p"°~''), that is, <7(x) is the product of qs distinct

linear factors over GF(pQ"'s), namely q(x) = (x — r¡)(x — r¡T)- ■ (x — tjTqS~x). If,

however, r¡ e GT*(/)''"ul) then t¡ is a root of an irreducible q-ic over GF(p9"~'),

say qx(x), which is self-conjugate under Ti = T"'~1, a transformation of order q.

In this case q(x) would simply be the product of qi(x) and the qs~x distinct trans-

forms of it by T, that is, q(x) = ]~[fS01 (qi(x)T'). Moreover, each factor qx(x)T'

would be an irreducible q-ic over GF(p""~s) which is self-conjugate under Tx.

Similarly, if r¡ e GF(pq°'s*2) then it readily follows that r¡ is a root of an

irreducible c72-ic over GF(p"°'s) which is self-conjugate under T2 = Tq("'2 and that

q(x) is the product of the «7s"2 distinct transforms of q2(x) by T, q2(x)T', j=

0, 1,..., qs~2— 1, each of which is self-conjugate under T2.

In general, if t¡ e GF(pqa's + '), 1 = 0, 1, 2,..., s—1, then r¡ is a root of an

irreducible ^'-ic over GF(p"° 's), say c7i(x), and

(4.4) q(x) = f] (qt(x)V),
l = o

each factor of which is an IQ[q\pq°~'] which is self-conjugate under Tt=T"'~i.

The number of IQ[qs, p""'1], s= 1, 2,..., r, which are self-conjugate under T of

order qs may be obtained by determining the number of choices for as in (4.3) for

which í7(x) is reducible.

We remark now that if T is of order qs then the characteristic polynomial of

M(T) has distinct roots belonging to GF(p) or GF*(p2) according as q\(p— 1) or

q\(p+1); and, there corresponds to these roots two distinct marks, say r¡i and r¡2,

of GF(p) or GF*(p2) respectively such that i?iF=,Vi an^ V2T=r¡2. Since ^2 then

the roots of q(x), as given by (4.1), are all distinct except in the case where q\(p—l)

and T¡ = r¡i or r¡2. We make use of these facts in the proofs of the following lemmas.
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Lemma 4.1. There exist [(/>""± \) + qs]/qs distinct qs-ic congruences over GF(pq")

which are completely reducible over GF(pqn) and self-conjugate relative to a given

fixed transformation Ts of order qs according as q\(p ± 1).

Proof. Let Ts be any given transformation of order qs and let qs(x) = N(x) —

asD(x) be a qs-ic over GF(pq") which is self-conjugate under Ts and completely

reducible over GF(pq"). If -q is a root of qs(x) then r¡ e GF(pQ") and is not among

the qs— 1 roots of D(x). There are, therefore, p"" — (qs— 1) marks of GF(p"n) which

are permissible choices for r¡. These partitions into sets S„ = {-q, -qT,..., -qT"3'1} each

set constituting the roots of qs(x) and, therefore, identifying a unique as and, hence,

a unique qs(x). Each set S„ consists of qs distinct marks (roots of qs(x)) except in

the case where qs\(p— 1) and -q is one of the two marks left fixed by Ts. If r)r and

■q2 denote these marks then S„1 = {r¡1}, SV2 = {-q2} and it follows that there are

[pqn -(qs-\)- 2}/q* + 2 = [(pq" - 1 ) + q*]/qs

distinct sets S„, and, hence, this many values for as, each of which identifies a qs(x)

possessing the prescribed properties. If qs\(p+ 1) then all sets Sn are of order qs

since, in this case, the characteristic roots of M(TS) belong to GF*(p2) and, hence,

are not in GF(pq''). It follows that there are

[pqn-(q°-l)]/q°= [(p««+l)-q°]/q°

distinct <7s-ics for this case. Thus the proof is now complete.

Lemma 4.2. There exist (q—l)(pq"±l)/q distinct irreducible q-ic congruences

over GF(pq") which are self-conjugate under a given transformation T of order q

according as q\(p ± 1).

Proof. Let T, be any given transformation of G of order q and let q^(x) =

N(x) — a1D(x) be a q-ic over GF(pq") which is self-conjugate under 7i. If -q is a root

of q±(x) then either -q e GF(p"n), in which case q^x) is completely reducible, or

7] e GF(pq"*1), in which case qx(x) is irreducible. The number of irreducible ones

is therefore the total number of choices for au namely pq", diminished by the

number of choices for a, for which qi(x) is reducible, namely those for which

■q g GF(pq") and hence q,(x) completely reducible. Since, by Lemma 4.1, there are

[(pqn± i) + q]/q such reducible q-ics there are

pq"-[(pq"±l) + q]/q = [(q- l)(pq"± l)]/q

irreducible q-ics according as q\(p± 1). Thus the lemma.

To illustrate the procedures in the proof of the following important theorem let

us determine the number of distinct irreducible q2-ic congruences over GF(pq")

which are self-conjugate relative to a given transformation T2 of order q2. Let T^

be a given transformation of order q2 and let q2(x) = N(x) — a2D(x) denote a #2-ic

over GF(pq") which is self-conjugate relative to T2. Obviously a2 e GF(pqn) and any

root r¡ of q2(x) necessarily belongs to GF(pq" + 2). Since q is prime the only proper
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subfields of GF(pq"*2) to which v may belong are GF(pq") and GF(p"n + 1). In either

event q2(x) is reducible and the number of values of a2 for which q2(x) is irreducible

may be easily determined. Suppose first that -n e GF(p"n). Then q2(x) is completely

reducible and, by Lemma 4.1, there are [(pq" ± l) + q2]/q2 such c72-ics. If r¡ e

GF*(p"" + 1) then -n is a root of an irreducible q-ic over GF(pqn), say c7i(x), which is

self-conjugate relative to Fj = FJ. Moreover, q2(x) is the product of the q distinct

irreducible q-ics over GF(pq"), namely qY(x)T\ j=0, 1,2,.. .,q—l, and each is

self-conjugate under Tx. By Lemma 4.2, there are (q— l)(pq" ± \)/q such t7-ics, qx(x),

according as q\(p± 1); and, since q of these go together to determine one q2(x),

there are

(q-l)(pqn±l)/q2

choices for a2 for which the root t), and, hence, all roots of q2(x), belong to

GF*(pqn+1). Since a2 may assume any one of p"n values there are

„     Upq'±l) + q2 {(q-l)(pqn±m = (q-l)(pqn±l)

[        q2 q2 J q

distinct values for ce2 such that q2(x) is irreducible and, therefore, this number of

irreducible i?2-ics self-conjugate under F2 of order q2.

We may now prove the following important

Theorem 4.1. If2<q<p,ifqr = (qa, p(p2 —I)) and if Ts is any given transformation

of G of order qs, l^s^r, then there exist (q— l)(pq"± \)/q distinct irreducible qs-ic

congruences over GF(pq") which are self-conjugate relative to Ts according as

q\(p±V-
Proof. Let Ts be any given transformation of order qs, letTt = Tf~',t=l,2,...,

s, and let qs(x) = N(x) — asD(x) be a <7s-ic over GF(pqS) which is self-conjugate

under Fs. From previous discussions the theorem is true for s =1, 2. We assume

the theorem true for any t< s and prove it true for t = s. If 17 is a root of qs(x) then

r¡ e GF(pq" + s) and may belong to any one of the subfields:

GF(pqn), GF(pqn + \ ..., GF(pqn + '),..., GF(pqn + s-1), or GF(pqn + s).

Now, for r = 0, 1,..., s, let Lt denote the number of choices for as in GF(pq") such

that qs(x) has a root r¡ (and hence all roots 17F/, ,/=0, 1,..., qs— 1) belonging to

GF*(pqn + l). To determine Lt for 0</<s suppose v e GF*(pq"*t). Then v is a root

of an irreducible <7f-ic over GF(pq"), say qt(x), and c7s(x) is the product of the qs "'

distinct qf-ics, qt(x)Ti, 7 = 0, 1,..., qs~l— 1, each of which is self-conjugate under

Tt. By our assumption there exist (q—l)(pq"± l)/q distinct choices for c7t(x) and

since <7s_i of these go together to form one í7s(x) it follows that

(4.5) Lt = [(q- l)(p°n±l)]/qs-t + x,        l ï t < s.

For r=0 it follows from Lemma 4.1 that there are

(4.6) L0 = [(pqn±l) + qs]/q°
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values for as such that qsix) has its roots in GF(pq"). If -q e GF*(pqn + s) then qs(x)

is irreducible and the number Ls is the number of such <7s-ics. Clearly

Ls=pqn-^Lt.

( = 0

By direct substitution from (4.5) and (4.6) and simplifying we have

Ls = (q-l)(pq"±l)/q

according as q\(p± 1). The proof is therefore complete.

Now, since any f(x) belonging to a Cs set is factorable into the product of the

qa~s distinct irreducible <7s-ic congruences over GF(pq"~"), qs(x)T', j=0, 1,...,

q"~s— 1, where each factor qs(x)T' is an IQ[qs,pqas] which is self-conjugate relative

to some fixed transformation Ts of order qs and since, by the above theorem, there

are (q-l)(pq,"'± \)/q such qs-ics then there are (q-\)(pqa~"± l)/qa~s + 1 irredu-

cible qa-ic congruences fs(x) over GF(p) which are self-conjugate relative to a

given 7"s. Not all such congruences f(x) will belong to Cs sets, for if s < r and if

Ts + 1 is a transformation of order qs + 1 and if T^+1 = TS then f(x) may be self-

conjugate under Ts + 1 and, hence, belong to a Cs + k set for some k^ 1. If so, then

„a -8-1 _ l

fix) =     n    qs + 1ix)Ti+1
i = o

where each factor qs + 1(x)T¿+1 is an 7g[^s + 1,/j9°"s"1] which is self-conjugate

relative to Ts + 1. By Theorem 4.1, there are exactly

iq-Wr*—*±\)]q

such (7s + Mes and since each of these is factorable into the product of q irreducible

qs-ics each self-conjugate under Tq+1 = TS then (q-iyp""'''1 ±1) of the

iq— 1 )(/>"" s ± l)/q choices for<7s(x) identify congruences//*) belonging to Cs + k sets,

k ^ 1. There are, therefore,

(q-\)(pqa-s±\)/q-(q-\)(pq''-s-i±\)

qs-ics, qs(x), which define fix) belonging to a Cs set, s<r. Since qa~s of these

#s-ics go together to form a given /s(x) we have

Theorem 4.2. If2<q<p, ifqr = (qa,p(p2-l)) andO<s<r then there are

Qs = (q-mP9a'¡±l)^q(pqa's-1±-í)]/qa-s-1

distinct IQ[q",p] belonging to Cs sets each of which is self-conjugate relative to a given

transformation Ts of order qs according as q\(p ± 1).

The number Ks of Cs sets, 0 < s < r, may now be found by determining the exact

number of such qa-ics,f(x), in each Cs set. If fix) and//(x) are any two conjugate

gMcs in a Cs set which are self-conjugate under the same transformation Ts of
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order qs then it is quite clear that/(x)¿=/'(x) if and only if ¿ XTSL = T{ for some

j, that is, if and only if ¿ e NG({TS}), the normalizer in G of the cyclic group {Fs}

generated by T,. Certainly T{ e Na({Ts}) for each;"=0, l,...,qs-l, and/(x)(¿F/)

=/'(x)F/=/'(x) implies that the number of distinct images of/(x) under NG({TS})

is o(NG({Ts}))/q°.

Now if M(TS) is the matrix representation of Ts and if G = GL(2,p) then

M(TS) e G and the order of the normalizer of the cyclic group generated by M(TS)

in G is 2(p2—l) or 2(p— I)2 according as q\(p+l) or q\(p—\) (see [5]). Since

G = G/C(G), where C(G) is the center of G, and since o(C(G))=p— 1 then it follows

that o(Na({Ts})) is 2(p± 1) according as c7|(/?± 1). We state these results in

Theorem 4.3. In each Cs set, 0<s<r, there exist 2(p±l)/qs q"-ic congruences

which are self-conjugate under a given transformation Ts of G of order qs according

asq\(p±l).

The number Ks of Cs sets, 0<s<r, is therefore the number Qs, as given by

Theorem 4.2, divided by 2(p ± l)/qs. We state this as

Theorem 4.4. If2<q<p and qr = (qa,p(p2—l)) then the number Ks of conjugate

sets of irreducible qa-ic congruences over GF(p) of order p(p2 — 1 )/qs, 0<s<r, is

K,^Q,imp±vm-'^mp'"±n-Á''""±xn
2(p±l)qa-s + x

according as q\(p ± 1).

There remains the cases s = r and s = 0 which were excluded in the above theorem,

(i) Case s = r. If s = r then conjugate sets of order p(p2—l)/q' exist and must

contain i7a-ic congruences of the form

/(*)=   'ff   Vr(x)T',
1 = 0

where each factor qr(x)T' is an IQ[qr,pq"~'] which is self-conjugate under some Tr

of order qr. By Theorem 4.1, there are (q— l)(pq"~'± l)/q such i?r-ics according as

q\(p± 1). Since q"~r of these form onei7a-ic over GF(p) and since 2(p± l)/qr belong

to each Cr we have

Theorem 4.5. If2<q<p and qr = (qa, p(p2 — 1 )) # 1 then there are

q'(q-l)(pq-'±l)
Kr = [(?-l)(F5""r±l)M[2(p±l)/^a-r] =

2(p±l)q"

conjugate sets of q"-ic congruences over GF(p) of order p(p2—l)/qr according as

?|(F±1).

(ii) Case s = 0. The number K0 of C0 sets is the number of sets of order p(p2 — 1 ).

These are sets no congruence of which is left fixed by any transformation of G.

Since any IQ[qa,p] is expressible as the product of q"~x distinct IQ[q,pqa1} we
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may determine the number of ^-ics belonging to C0 sets by determining the num-

ber of irreducible q-ics over GF(pq<"~1) which are not self-conjugate under any T

of G of order q. There are (q— 1 )(pqa~x)/q irreducible <?-ics over GF(pq<"'1) which

are self-conjugate under a given T of order q and, hence, under the group {T}.

Since there are p(p+ l)/2 distinct subgroups of G of order q according as q\(p± 1)

(see [5]) then there are

&P-.fez!X£2±i) = p(p-+ l)(q-l)(pq-± l)/2q

irreducible ^-ics over GF(pqtt'1) which are self-conjugate under some T of order

q. Since there are (pq° — pq"~r)/q irreducible q-ics over GF(p""'1) altogether then

there are

pf-p-"-1    p(p+l)(q-l)(pqa-1±l)

q 2q

irreducible q-ics over GF(pq"'1) which are not self-conjugate under any T of G.

Now q"'1 of these are needed to form one qa-ic over GF(p) belonging to a C0 set

and, hence, there are Rjq"'1 qa-ics belonging to C0 sets. Since C0 is of order

p(p2— 1) then the number A'o of conjugate sets of order p(p2 — 1) is R/q"~1p(p2— 1)

Thus

Theorem 4.6. If2<q<p and qr = (qa, p(p2— 1))# 1 then the number K0 of con-

jugate sets of order p(p2—\) is

K      _J_\pqa-p,a~l f>(p+i)(g-i)0^'1±i)1

°      P(P2-l)l      qa 2q° J

according as q\(p ± 1).

The total number ^=2¡ = o^i of conjugate sets is now readily obtainable by

making use of Theorems 4.6, 4.4 and 4.5. Substituting and simplifying we have

K   ¿ '"¥fW^)+2(pr±WAq   {p   ±l)

according as q\(p± 1).
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